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.e extraction of feather keratin biopolymer structures was studied using chicken feathers as a biomass material by the cold acid
hydrolysis reaction; the recrystallization stage was performed using microwave or ultrasound irradiation, and conduction heating
was used as a reference. .e microwave or ultrasound irradiation modified the texture and the morphology of the obtained
materials, and they can be controlled depending on the time exposure and the power of the irradiation; this has high relevance in
the design of new materials to obtain nanostructures depending on the specific application. It was found that the microwave
irradiation promotes the growth of the beta sheet over the alpha helix, and in the case of ultrasound irradiation, the growth is
reversed being similar to the conduction heating; the porosity properties remain invariant, modifying the particle sizes depending
on the exposure time and power of irradiation. .erefore, the feather keratin biopolymer, when modified by microwaves and
ultrasound in the recrystallization stage, is a fibrous protein that has good mechanical, structural, morphological, and thermal
properties with potential applications such as development of biocompatible materials with cellular interaction and in catalysis as
catalytic and enzymatic support to mention just a few.

1. Introduction

Keratin is an essential part of wool, hair, nails (hooves),
feathers, and horns of different animals, providing me-
chanical and protective support in adapting to the ecosystem
[1]. It is one of the most abundant and unexplored structural
protein sources contained in epithelial cells and together
with collagen are the most important biopolymers found in
biological structures [2]. Keratin is a fibrous protein com-
posed of more than 20 amino acids, among which stand out
by composition are cystine (8–11%), glycine (8–13%),
proline (6–9%), and serine (9–14%), with lower contents of
lysine, histidine, methionine, and tryptophan [3].

Cystine determines the structure of keratin depending
on the content of the former, that is, to say in the form of
alpha helix (Figure 1(a)) or beta sheet (Figure 1(b)), and this
has an essential role in the determination of the physico-
chemical properties of keratin. Cystine promotes electro-
static attraction with other species and the formation of
covalent bonds with amino groups, providing structures
with rigidity and thermostability; also, it promotes the union
between amino acids of the main chain of proteins [5].

.e interactions that maintain the stability of the
structure of the proteins (Figure 1) are the disulfide bridges
(S-S bond between two cysteines), hydrogen bond (the H+

interacts with an O− ), ionic interaction (between carboxylic
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anions and ammonium cations), and hydrophobic in-
teractions (apolar interactions) [6, 7]. .ese interactions
are dependent on the pH of the medium in which the
protein is found, thereby modifying the charges of the
functional groups which are present; the ammonium and
carboxyl groups can be modified with a change of the pH,
having a neutral charge in a zwitterion form at the iso-
electric point (pH � 4.9). .ese interactions are reduced by
protonation of the carboxylic group at a pH lower than 4.9
and deprotonation of the amine group at a pH greater than
4.9 [8, 9].

Keratin has been combined with other materials to
obtain composites and hybrid materials, depending on the
type of interaction between the materials. .ese products
have been studied and used in various areas: cosmetics, in
the development of personal care products, medicine, in the
development of biocompatible materials with good cellular
interaction, environmental, as an adsorbent of contami-
nants, and catalysis, as catalytic support for species such as
hydrotalcites-enzymes-zeolites-metals [5, 10, 12]. Due to its
applications, it is considered a value-added product that has
been studied in recent years, hence the importance of being
able to extract it from waste products such as bird feathers
and human hair. .e chicken feather fiber is composed by
hydrophobic keratin, a protein that has resistance similar to
that of nylon, but with a smaller diameter than that of wood
fiber [13], and it has the potential to be an efficient and low-
cost raw material for the synthesis of natural fibrous
biopolymers.

.emain methods that have been used for the extraction
of keratin from biostructures are the reduction with urea
[14], oxidation with acids [15], microwave irradiation [16],
extraction with alkalines [17], sulfitolysis [18], and ionic
liquids [19].

According to the literature which uses high temperature
conditions (T> 120°C), long extraction times (72 h), non-
ecological reagents (concentrated acids and bases), and
yields below 80% of keratin extraction, in this study we
proposed the oxidation method with a 50% diluted acid,
assisted with microwave and ultrasound irradiation, which
has not been reported yet in the recrystallization stage..ese
irradiation methods have advantages over conventional
treatments (conduction and convection heating), such as
faster heating rate and greater efficiency in crystallization
kinetics, and in addition, they allow the formation of
nanostructures with different morphologies and textures
depending on the type, time, and power of the irradiation
[20, 22].

.e objective of this work was the evaluation of the
morphology and texture in the recrystallization stage of
keratin, as well as to study the changes in the secondary
structure (alpha or beta) and tertiary structure (peptide
bonds) at different times and irradiation power.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. .e raw material of the present work was
chicken feathers, which were obtained from the east of
Mexico City. .e reagents used for the extraction and pu-
rification of the keratin were distilled water, sulfuric acid
(Fermont, 98.08%), sodium hydroxide (J.T. Baker, 98.4%),
and ethanol (CIM).

2.2. Feather Keratin Obtention

2.2.1. Pretreatment of Chicken Feathers. .e feathers were
washed with sodium hypochlorite solution at room tem-
perature (25°C) in order to eliminate blood, fecal matter, and
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Figure 1: .e different interactions that maintain the stability of the protein structures (edited by the author [4]).
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pathogens present in them. Subsequently, the feathers were
dried at a temperature of 40°C for 6 h. .e dry feathers were
cut to an approximate size of 5mm. It is emphasized that all
parts of the feathers were used.

After the cutting of the feathers, the Soxhlet technique
was used to eliminate the superficial fat that protects the
feathers, to obtain keratin free of impurities, and to calculate
the total yield in the obtained feather keratin.

2.2.2. Soxhlet Method. .e method consisted of a semi-
continuous lipid extraction [23] using ethyl ether as a dis-
solvent; the system was heated up to produce 10 cycles of
filling and siphoning in the extractor tube (3 hours ap-
proximately). .e dry material was stored in hermetic bags
for later use.

2.2.3. Feather Keratin Extraction (K). .e process was a
modification of the Rangel method [24], employed in the
recrystallization stage microwave or ultrasound irradiation
at different times (5, 10, and 15 minutes).

.e feathers were placed in a beaker with a sulfuric acid
solution 1 :1 (H2O-H2SO4). .e mixture was stirred for 12 h
at a temperature of 50°C, and the pH was adjusted between 4
and 5 (isoelectric point of keratin) with a 5M sodium hy-
droxide solution. .e mixture was left at rest for 24 h, and
then the solid phase was separated by decantation. Two
options were employed to wash the crystals: (a) in ethanol-
water (1 :1) and (b) in water. In both cases, the solids were
dissolved in 140ml of water or ethanol-water, and the solid
impurities were eliminated from the solution by filtration.

(a) .e sample treated with ethanol-water was divided
into 7 samples of 20ml each. .e samples 1–3 were
subjected to 5, 10, and 15 minutes of irradiation with
microwaves (brand LG at 960W and 2450Hz), and
the samples were named as follows: KEt5M,
KEt10M, and KEt15M, respectively; the samples 4–6
were irradiated with ultrasound (ultrasonic bath
brand Elma D-78224 at 3.8 kW and 45 kHz) for 5, 10,
and 15 minutes, and in this case, the samples were
named KEt5U, KEt10U, and KEt15U, respectively;
the last one did not receive any treatment (sample
named KEt). All the samples were heated at 70°C
until obtaining the recrystallized phase.

(b) In the case of the dilution treated with water, the
process was repeated with one single sample named
KC, which did not receive any treatment of mi-
crowave or ultrasound irradiation.

Methodology of feather keratin obtention is shown in
Figure 2.

2.3. Characterization. .e materials obtained were charac-
terized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and the
significant absorption bands of the characteristic functional
groups of the precursors and products were identified. .e
infrared spectra were obtained on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum
100 spectrometer in a range of 400–3000 cm− 1. .e X-ray

diffraction patterns were collected with a Rigaku Miniflex
600 diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (α�1.54 Å). A
Soller slit with a Ni filter of 0.5mm was fitted in the incident
beam, and an ultra high-speed Dtex detector was used.
Measurements were performed with a sweep from 15 to 40
degrees with a step size of 0.01 and a speed of 5 degrees/min.

.e textural properties of the synthesized materials were
characterized by nitrogen physisorption in a Gemini VII
Surface Area Analyzer. .e specific surface area was de-
termined by the BET (Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller)
multipoint method with a pretreatment at a temperature of
150°C for 8 h under vacuum. .e pore size was determined
by the BJH (Barrett, Joyner, and Halenda) method.

.e SEM micrographs were obtained in a JEOL scanning
electronmicroscopemodel JSM7800F at 2kV and a low electron
detector (LED). .e samples were placed on a conductive
carbon tape, and theywere covered by a gold film to be analyzed.

.e Particle size was analyzed on a Zetasizer nano ZSP
device. .e system incorporates an analyzer of particle size
or two-angled molecule size for the improved detection of
aggregates and the measurement of small or diluted samples
at a concentration in ppb or ppm, using dynamic light
scattering with NIBS optics (noninvasive backscatter).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Percentage Determination of Grease Content in Chicken
Feathers. .e percentage of grease content in the feathers G
(%) was determined three times, according to the following
equation:

G(%) �
m2 − m1

M
× 100, (1)

where m1 is the mass of the empty flask, m2 is the mass of
grease without organic dissolvent in the flask, and M is the
initial sample; all the measurements were in grams. Table 1
shows the percentage of grease obtained.

It is observed that on average the grease percentage of the
feathers is 1.5%, which is within the one found in other
works (5%) [7].

3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy FTIR. .e in-
frared spectra for the KEt and KC samples (Figure 3) show
the characteristic signals of keratin, mainly the peptide
bonds present in the structure such as amide A and amide I,
II, and III. .e amide A band at v � 3300 cm− 1 is connected
to the stretching vibration of the N-H bonds, and in the
interval of v � 1700–1600 cm− 1, the bands of the stretching
vibrations of the C-O bonds correspond to amide I. At
v � 1560 cm− 1, a weak signal was found which is related to
the flexion of the N-H bond and is overlapped with the C-H
stretch bond corresponding to the amide II. In the interval
v � 1250–1270 cm− 1 appears a signal which corresponds to
amide III that is the result from the stretching of the C-N and
N-H bonds in the flat flexion, as well as the C-C bonds and
the C-O stretching vibrations [25, 26].

.e intense peaks at 1080 cm− 1 and 1070 cm− 1 are related
to the asymmetrical and symmetric S-O and O-O stretching
vibration bonds of the Bunte salt residues [23, 25, 27]. It can
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be seen that the KC sample has more intense signals than the
KEt sample.

3.3.X-RayDiffraction. In a study conducted byMurrell [28],
a diffractogram of sheep wool powder was reported in its
natural state, which was used as the reference for the present
work of the Miller indexes which identifies in the case of the
alpha keratin structure: (040), (331), (321), (112), (120),
(020), (001), and (010) and for the beta keratin structure:
(400), (220), (020), (210), (200), and (001).

In Figure 4, the KC and KEt samples are compared with
the crystallographic directions found in the Murrell study.

According to what was presented in the study carried out
by Murrell, it was observed that the KC and KEt samples
presented the crystallographic reflections for alpha keratin
(331) and (040) and for beta keratin (111), (200), (020),
(220), and (400), the latter with a greater amount of signals;
therefore, the beta structure predominates in both materials.
Both samples have good order and do not present crystalline
impurities; this can be attributed to the cold hydrolysis
treatment with sulfuric acid to which the material was
subjected during the extraction.

Higher crystallinity was observed in the KEt sample
because it was washed with an ethanol-water mixture unlike
the KC sample which was washed only with water; the type
of washing allowed a more efficient separation of the keratin
with the residual organic matter, and this is because the
dielectric constant (εr) of the alcohol (εr� 24) is lower than
the dielectric constant of the water (εr� 80), which produces
an increase in the attraction forces between opposite charges
decreasing the degree of ionization of the protein radicals; as
a consequence, there is a decrease in the solubility of keratin
promoting a recrystallization in a more orderly manner. In
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Figure 2: Stages of the experiment.

Table 1: Feather grease percentages.

Sample Mass (g) Grease (%)
1 1.009 1.6
2 1.037 1.3
3 1.053 1.7
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addition, a signal shift to the left of approximately 0.5° is
observed, which indicates a small increase in the interplanar
spacing. .erefore, the most efficient experimental pro-
cedure for the extraction and recrystallization was with a
mixture of ethanol-water (KEt). Subsequent samples were
washed with this solution.

Figures 5 and 6 show the X-ray diffraction patterns for
the microwave (KEtM series) and ultrasound (KEtU series)
treatments at different irradiation times (5,10,15min)
compared to the sample without treatment in the stage of
recrystallization.

A decrease in crystallinity was observed when the ir-
radiation time increased from 5 to 10 and 15 minutes based
on the signal (111), and it is worth mentioning that the
sample irradiated at 10 minutes has lower crystallinity than
the ones at 5 and 15 minutes, so that the most crystalline
sample was obtained at 5min of irradiation, and this was the
optimal treatment time used in this work; when comparing
KEt5M sample with KEt sample, KEt5M is slightly more
ordered.

According to the Miller indeces presented by Murrell
and the intensity of the signals, the morphology that pre-
dominates in this treatment is a beta sheet, having a smaller
number of alpha helixes which present crystallographic
directions according to Murrell in 19° (120) and (020), 21°
(112) and (321), and 28° (331) and 34° (040), and in our case,
the alpha helix signals are only observed in the directions 28°
(331) and 34° (040).

In Figure 6, it can be seen that the samples treated with
ultrasound are less crystalline than the KEt sample; by in-
creasing the irradiation times, the signals become wider
which indicates a decrease in the crystal size, and by in-
creasing the time from 5 to 10, there are increments in the
crystallinity in the direction (111) and between the directions
(020) and (331); on the other hand, when irradiation time
increases from 10 to 15minutes there is a loss of crystallinity,
and this effect has been observed in other works [29] which
could be attributed to the cavitation phenomenon, ultra-
sound waves generate implosions which promote changes in
crystallinity. .e sample irradiated with 5 minutes of ul-
trasound presented the best crystalline characteristics when
compared with the KEt sample; therefore, it is the optimal
time for ultrasound irradiation as well as with the microwave
method.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of X-ray diffraction
patterns at 5 minutes of treatment with microwaves and
ultrasound with the KEt sample.

It can be analyzed in Figure 6 that the beta sheet
structure predominates in the 3 samples. .is could be
explained since the aforementioned structure is more
stable to the difference in temperatures than alpha helix
structure during the synthesis processes. It has been found
that the alpha helix structure can be converted to beta sheet
structure with an increase of heat and humidity; however,
this modification is not stable [30]. In the case of the
sample irradiated by the microwave in the crystallization
stage due to the uniform heat generated by this technique,
the structure of the material is oriented towards the beta
sheet structure; in the obtained sample when using

ultrasound, the implosions are generated with high tem-
peratures in a very short time, and it also favors the beta
sheet structure. On the other hand, the alpha helix
structure had a lower growth in the 040 direction when it
was irradiated with ultrasound in comparison with the
sample irradiated by microwaves and had an inverse effect
in the (331) direction.

When comparing KEt5M sample with the conduction
heating (KEt) sample, they do not present a significant
change in their crystallinity. However, the KEt5U sample
showed a lower crystallinity when compared with both. It
can be observed based on the width of the signals that the
crystal sizes are similar.
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Figure 5: X-ray diffraction patterns for the KEtM series assisted in
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3.4. @ermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). .ermogravimetric
analysis shows that the obtained chicken feather keratin is a
material resistant to high temperatures (thermostable) when
it is subjected to a heat up to 800°C, and no change in the
weight of the sample was observed.

3.5. Nitrogen Physisorption (BET). .e technique of nitrogen
physisorption allowed the determination of the specific surface
area, the pore diameter, and the pore volume, and by using the
BJH method, the pore size distribution was obtained.

.e KC sample has an isotherm of the type IV corre-
sponding to nonporous solids. Samples KEt5M and KEt5U
resulted in isotherms of the type II characteristic of meso-
porous solids and with similar surface areas (Table 2). In all
cases, atypical hysteresis cycles were presented due to
nonporous materials. .e increase in the specific surface
area (which is a consequence of the synthesis method) could
have beneficial effects in the interaction with other materials
for being used in some applications.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the specific surface
areas for the feather keratin samples extracted by the con-
duction heating, microwave, and ultrasound methods.

It was found that the use of microwaves and ultrasound
during the recrystallization stage increases the specific surface
area of the materials, generating mesoporous materials.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the different pore sizes
of the KC, KEt5U, and KEt5M samples.

It can be confirmed that all the prepared materials are
mesoporous, with radii from 50 to 300 Å. So, the recrys-
tallized material by the method of conduction heating is
more homogeneous than the materials recrystallized by
microwaves and ultrasound irradiation.

Figure 9 shows the images by optical microscopy ob-
tained in the recrystallization stage for the (a) KC, (b)
KEt5M, and (c) KEt5U samples.

It could be corroborated that the resulting morphology
was different and dependent on the treatment method
during the recrystallization stage of the feather keratin. In
Figure 9(a), semicompact aggregates of structures pre-
dominantly in the form of very thin leaflets were observed
for the KC sample. In Figure 9(b), in the case of the sample
irradiated by microwaves (KEt5M), aggregates of smaller
size than the ones by KC sample were observed and form
needles whose growth is from the inside out with ramifi-
cations, and in Figure 9(c), in the case of the sample treated
by ultrasound (KEt5U), a predominant morphology can be
observed composed of aggregates of larger size needles with
an undefined orientation and to a lesser extent, another
phase formed by faceted particles.

3.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Figure 10 shows
the scanning electron micrographs at different magnifications.

It is observed for the KC sample (Figures 10(a)–10(d))
that it is characterized by irregularly shaped faceted particles
with no defined geometry (Figure 10(a)). For microgram
(Figure 10(b)), there are compact solid particles with small
surface agglomerates giving the material the characteristic of
low porosity. At higher magnifications (Figures 10(b) and

10(c)) are compact surfaces with fissures, showing agglom-
erated particles in different directions (marked areas); with a
greater magnification (Figure 10(d)) there is a growth of these
agglomerates which occur at different planes and orientations.

For the KEt5M sample, Figure 10(e) presents irregularly
shaped faceted particles with a better size distribution than the
sample KC; at higher magnifications (Figures 10(f) and 10(g)),
we identified particles with flat faces and defined edges
(prismatic geometry), which could indicate a material with a
better crystallographic ordering, which coincides with the
XRD diffraction patterns previously studied (Figure 7).
Figure 10(h) shows some agglomerated particles on the surface
of the material with similar morphology to the KC sample.

Figure 10(i), corresponding to the KEt5U sample, presents
particles with a more uniform size than the KC and KEt5M
samples. In this case, there is morphology in the form of
stacked sheets without porosity with a preferential orientation,
as observed in the identified area (Figure 10(j)), which is a
differentmorphology when compared with the KC andKEt5M
samples. In Figures 10(k) and 10(l), there are particles with the
characteristics of the KC sample, i.e., agglomerates of compact
hemispherical particles with radii of the order of 500nm
(0.5μm), which are also located on the surface.

In general, the results of the EDS microanalysis show the
presence of the main elements of the structure of feather
keratin C, O, S, N, and Na from the extraction process.

3.7. Particle Size. .e Zetasizer nano ZSP equipment made
an average of 3 measurements per sample to obtain the Z-
average, which is shown in Figure 11.

.e obtained particle size (Z-average) is reported in
Table 3.

Table 2: Specific surface area and pore diameter of KC, KEt5U, and
KEt5M samples.

Sample Specific surface area (m2/g) Pore diameter (Å)
KC 0.1 99.5
KEt5U 0.5 29.3
KEt5M 0.5 28.6
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Figure 8: Pore distribution of the KC (a), KEt5US (b), and KEt5M
(c) samples.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Optical microscopy 10x by the (a) conduction heating (KC), (b) microwave (KMO), and (c) ultrasound (KUS) samples.
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Figure 10: Scanning electron micrographs at different magnifications for the KC: (a) 100x, (b) 1000x, (c) 5000x, and (d) 25000x; KEt5M: (e)
100x, (f ) 1000x, (g) 5000x, and (h) 25000x; KEt5U: (i) 100x, (j) 1000x, (k) 5000x, and (l) 25000x samples.
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.e particle size is smaller in the KEt5M sample
recrystallized by microwaves when compared with the one
recrystallized by ultrasound (KEt5U sample) and in both
cases smaller by approximately 1000 nm with the KC sample
(conduction heating). .is indicates that the microwave and
ultrasound methods make it possible to design materials
which depend on the time and power of irradiation [16, 31].

4. Conclusions

.e feather keratin is a fibrous biopolymer with low fat
content (1.5%).

.e thermogravimetric analysis showed that the ob-
tained material is resistant to temperatures of up to 800°C.

.e crystallinity depends on the irradiation time, the
optimum being 5minutes for microwaves and ultrasound,
where the microwave-irradiated sample has a higher
crystallinity.

.e time and type of irradiation modify the crystallinity
and the structure of feather keratin, predominating the beta
structure when microwave and ultrasound irradiation are
used; ultrasound irradiation promotes the growth in the
direction (331) of the alpha structure.

.e morphology depends on the method of irradiation
used in the recrystallization stage. When optical microscopy
was employed for the conduction heating method, a mor-
phology of thin leaflets was found, whereas needles with
ramifications and needles with an undefined orientation
were obtained by microwaves and ultrasound, respectively.
.e details of these results were corroborated by SEM at
higher magnifications with additional information: the thin
leaflets are composed by compact monoliths, the needles
with ramifications by faceted particles with prismatic ten-
dency, and the needles with an undefined orientation by
unidirectional laminar structures.

.e texture of thematerials is modified depending on the
type of irradiation, finding compact solids with little porosity
in all cases, materials with smaller particle size, greater
surface area, and smaller pore diameter than the conduction
heating method.

Nomenclature

KC: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water

KEt: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash

KEt5M: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash, 5 minutes microwave
irradiation

KEt5U: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash, 5 minutes ultrasound
irradiation

Ket10M: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash, 10 minutes microwave
irradiation

KEt10U: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash, 10 minutes ultrasound
irradiation

KEt15M: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash, 15 minutes microwave
irradiation

KEt15U: Keratin obtained by the conduction heating with
water-ethanol wash, 15 minutes ultrasound
irradiation

BET: Brunauer, Emmet, and Teller
BJH: Barrett, Joyner, and Halenda.
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Figure 11: .e particle size distribution of the KC (a), KEt5U (b), and KEt5M (c) samples.

Table 3: Particle sizes of the recrystallized samples.

Samples Z-average (nm)
KC 753–1428
KEt5U 656–1100
KEt5M 633–806
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